
Sam Lynn Davis, Visual Artist

SKILLS

UX Design
Sketch
Figma
Adobe CS 
HTML & CSS
SSASS
Javascript
 ES6
 Gatsby
 React
Wordpress
WWeb Standards & 
Accessibility
Bash / Command Line
Git
English
Spanish

I’m a visual artist and web developer with a background in economics and 
experience with numerous frontend and backend programming languages. 
I’ve built multiple web projects from start to nish, and have consulted with 
teams to build, plan, and hand off or develop frontend assets.

I very strongly believe in the importance of delivering clean, legibile, and 
performant code, and taking a pragmatic and efficent approach to web 
development all the way from the prototyping stage to deployment.

BIO

Freelance Filmmaker + Photographer 2010 – Present
I’ve carried out the tasks of conceptualizing, storyboarding, directing, and 
shooting various short-form video pieces for a variety of clients. I’ve also 
collaborated with teams of stylists, makeup artists, and assistants, to 
determine the look and feel of photo stories to be featured in print 
publications.

  • Work with creative agencies to determine scope of project
 • Construct team of lighting professionals and camera operators
 • Shoot, cut, and color grade footage
 • Shoot, edit, and organize photographs
 • Source locations via local real estate listings
 • Work with client to determine the tone of the shoot
 • Arrange wardrobe and styling

Frontend Web Developer, Black Box Creative   Mar 2012 – January 2019
I’ve acted as lead designer and developer in the creation of large-scale web 
presences for law rms, community organizations, nonprots, churches, and 
companies of all sizes in Chicago and the Midwest. Led projects from the 
prototyping stage, through development, and to deployment.

Graphic Designer, Farmlogix   July 2019 – February 2020
Designed digital and print media, such as infographics, sell sheets, product 
yers, and a preliminary brand identity revamp.

EXPERIENCE

https://github.com/samlynndavis
https://www.linkedin.com/in/samlynndavis/
https://twitter.com/samueldavis
https://www.instagram.com/samlynndavis/
https://www.smdvs.com

